
BY ADAM THORNTON 

THIS month, I begin a new series devoted to the saga of
Penny Penguin, owner and mastermind of Ice

Floe Housing. Ice Floe Housing is a small business dedicated
to the design and construction of “truly cool igloo housing for
the terminally hip.” Penny is attempt-
ing to bring her new business onto
the Web and to cut her costs by
implementing common infrastructure
functions using Linux, thereby avoid-
ing paying onerous licensing fees.

In general, this series will cover much
of the same ground as my previous
Linux articles — it will show you how
to implement network infrastructure
using Linux. However, it will be
slightly more practically grounded in
that it will focus on a single, running
example, and it will be approached
from a functional standpoint: Since
Penny wants to do X, therefore she
must implement Y.

Further, this series will not focus on
S/390 or zSeries Linux. Penny is run-
ning a one-penguin business (plus the
contract labor required to deliver and
install her igloos), and, as such, does
not have access to a zSeries server.
(The astute reader will notice that this is not quite true; she
certainly could be running Linux for S/390 or zSeries under
Hercules on her Linux/Intel machines; however, since her focus
is enabling her business, rather than providing a zero-cost

S/390 development platform, she is not doing so. That job is
left to her nerdy German cousin Pfennig, who does not
appear in this series. A deluge of letters from Technical
Support readers might, I suppose, result in the production of

an article detailing Pfennig’s experi-
ence setting up a free mainframe
emulator under Linux on Intel as a
neat toy and ultra-low-budget devel-
opment environment.)

However, Penny is neither a ker-
nel hacker nor a device driver
author; her goals with Linux are
purely practical — that is, to put
together a network infrastructure at
the lowest possible cost — rather
than research-oriented. Thus, all of
the techniques she uses will be
applicable to Linux on any platform.
Although she uses Intel, implement-
ing the same services on PowerPC,
Sparc, S/390, or, indeed, any other
Linux platform would entail identical
procedures. Anything in this article
series not specifically flagged as
x86-specific can be assumed to
work across all Linux platforms.

INITIAL SETUP

The first thing Penny does, after incorporating her business
and plowing through mounds of tedious paperwork, is to
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acquire a business-grade IP connection
from her ISP. In her case, this means that
she gets a block of five static IP addresses
with which to work. This is a fairly common
setup: The ISP assigns the customer a /29
netblock consisting of eight contiguous IP
addresses; the network address is the first
one, the broadcast is the last, and the
router is the highest actual address, leav-
ing five for customer use. In Penny’s case,
her ISP, AntarcticaOnLine, assigns her
10.23.46.56/29. This means that her
hosts will appear at 10.23.46.57 through
10.23.46.6 1 and her router will be
10.23.46.62. (Note, also, that this is not a
realistic example, in that the 10.x.x.x space
is reserved as “nonrouteable” per RFC 1918
and is commonly used for organizations
using Network Address Translation [NAT]
to hide their internal structure behind one or
a few publicly routed addresses. I use it here
simply because I do not want to inadver-
tently set Penny up with someone’s actual
IP address range. I will show more of RFC
1918 later.)

Let’s assume that Penny has acquired the
right hardware to turn the electrical
impulses her telephone company sends
down her line into Ethernet frames and IP
packets; this might be a Cisco router with
a T1 card, an ISDN router, or a DSL or
cable modem. Whatever it is, when Penny
plugs a network into the back end of it,
10.23.46.62 functions as the gateway
router to the outside world. Although I am
glossing over it, getting the initial circuit
installed can be one of the most frustrating
pieces of the entire network configuration
process. For sanity’s sake, I will simply
skip over the details of the problems that
occurred (i.e., hours on hold with the
phone company, the missed installation
dates, the mysterious notes in Penny’s file
in which the telephone company falsely
claimed that they showed up and she was
not there to let them in, and, of course, the
finger-pointing between the telco, the cir-
cuit reseller and the ISP).

Penny is now ready to simply plug a hub
or switch in behind the gateway device and
get going, right? Wrong. Penny, you see, is
aware that the world is full of nasty people
who want to do nasty things to her computers,
and she is not about to simply drop several
hosts onto a network where anybody and
everybody can get to every port of each of
her machines. She realizes that she needs a
firewall to keep suspicious traffic from ever

reaching her computers. Currently, there are
three computers she wishes to protect
behind her firewall: her infrastructure server,
a PII/300 with 128M of RAM and 80G of
SCSI disk; her Windows NT 4.0 desktop
machine (a 256MB Celeron 500); and her
laptop, a Mobile PIII/600 with 128MB of
RAM, running Windows 98. Thus, she
wants her network setup to look similar to
what is shown in Figure 1.

FIREWALLS: THEORY
AND PRACTICE

Frankly, Penny’s best first line of defense
is to replace her hub or switch with a dedi-
cated firewall device. Linksys, for example,
sells several reasonably priced products that
serve as NAT gateways, packet filters, and
(on the higher-end routers) VPN tunnel end-
points. However, if she does that, this article
becomes woefully short, and she does not
learn a whole lot about firewall theory.
Therefore, she will, in the interest of drama,
decide to take an ancient computer —
which she can get for free, as it is just lying
around collecting dust — and convert it into
a dedicated firewall.

WHAT MACHINE IS REQUIRED?

Any site that is considering rolling its
own firewall from a general-purpose com-
puter is probably doing so largely because it
is operating on a very tight budget (the other
scenario would be some very unusual fire-
wall needs such that a reasonably-priced
commercial product would not be able to
meet those needs). Since budget is the case
here, it is unlikely that the site’s connection
to the outside world is faster than 2 or
3Mbit, as residential-grade DSL maxes out
at about T1 (1.5Mbit) speeds, and although
some cable modems go faster, most are in
fact capped at similar speeds. At less than
10Mbps, packet filtering requires a CPU
processor speed of approximately 80486
(note that you are not going to be doing
IPSec in software at line speeds on a 486,
but then again, you probably do not need
to). CPUs that old and slow are practically
free on the used market.

My general recommendation is to shoot
for a Pentium. Used P100s, for instance, are
no more expensive than used 486s (general-
ly about $20), and usually will have a PCI
bus, which is handy if your internal network
is unswitched 100Mbit, since you can get a

cheap 10/100 PCI Ethernet card. The exter-
nal interface will be 10Mbits or less, and
therefore an ISA Ethernet card will suffice.
Often, a single Ethernet card will come with
the machine; these are usually 10Mbit ISA
cards.

Usually, 16MB of RAM is sufficient,
although that can be a bit painful to run
recent installers. Yast2, for instance, calls
its main binary y2bignfat, and it isn’t kid-
ding: It wants to use about 100M of RAM.
With Linux’s virtual memory, it still runs
adequately in 16MB as long as there is
plenty of swap space, but it can be
painfully slow, particularly with an old,
non-DMA-capable IDE drive. A maxed-
out first-generation IDE drive is function-
ally a minimum if you are going to put a
modern distribution on the machine:
540MB. Luckily, in general, these specs
are what you will find on machines of this
vintage. A P90 machine will usually come
with 16MB of RAM and about 1GB of
disk, which is perfectly adequate. Expect
to pay $20 to $25 plus shipping for it,
although you can often find these
machines free as businesses upgrade
(indeed, you may be able to get consider-
ably more machine for free). Do you think
you need a video card? No, you will not
be installing X on it, so text-only is fine;
most of these machines will come with
VGA or better in any event. The only
pieces you are likely to have to add to the
base unit are a pair of network cards;
used these should run you $2 to $5 each.
A brand-new El Cheapo generic PCI
10/100 card might cost as much as $20
(gasp!) if bought at the local computer
store.

To continue our example, Penny has a
32MB P/166 with a 1.2G IDE drive sitting
in the basement, alone and forlorn. She
blows the cob webs off an old 14” VGA
monitor, which is unpleasant, but func-
tional enough to install from — and
checks to see that the old 3Com NIC is
still in the Pentium. Then, she sighs
deeply, swims to a nearby ice floe on
which sits Sammy Sea Lion’s House of
Dodgy OEM Stuff, and pays $15 for a
no-name RTL-8139-based 10/100 PCI
Ethernet card, which she puts into the
Pentium on her return (having done her
homework, she knows that Linux pro-
vides drivers for the RTL 8139). She ver-
ifies that everything still powers up, and
then ponders her next move.
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FIREWALL CONSIDERATIONS

The firewall has a very specific purpose in life: it sits between
the internal network and the outside world, and is very selective
about the traffic it lets through. Penny needs to consider what she
wants to allow the world to see, and what she wants to allow
machines inside the network to be able to do.

The second part she finds easier. Currently, she is the only user
on the inside, and she trusts herself. For the near future, she envi-
sions Ice Floe Housing remaining small enough that she will only
have trusted users on the inside of her firewall. Thus, there is no
purpose in restricting how users inside can get out. Anyone coming
from inside the firewall should be able to get to any destination on
any port.

On the other hand, there is no point in allowing the outside world
to connect to arbitrary ports on machines inside the network. Any
access to port 80 at any of her hosts should go to the Web server;
any access to port 53 should hit DNS; any access to port 25 should
go to the mail server. Indeed, she does not really want to let the
world know the layout of the hosts internal to Ice Floe Housing.
This suggests that she wants to do NAT on her firewall, so that she
can lay out her internal network without worrying about how many
hosts she has (since she only has four left once the firewall is in
place); further, she wants to restrict access to only those services
that she intends to run.

Therefore, she decides to implement a NAT gateway on her
firewall machine. It will forward ports to specific internal hosts
to provide services, and every access to the outside world from
a host behind her firewall will appear — to the external service
— to come from the firewall itself. She would prefer to imple-
ment externally visible services on a DMZ host that lives out-
side her firewall, but that will have to wait until she generates
the revenue to buy another machine. For the time being, she will
simply redirect traffic for supported services to her server and
drop everything else.

SUPPORTED SERVICES

This implies that Penny needs to figure out what “supported
services” are. Clearly, she will want http and https access from the
outside so that customers can view her Web catalog and place
secure orders. Mail must be delivered. Since she is going to pro-
vide name service for her own domain, DNS must be enabled.
Penny decides against allowing either cleartext POP or IMAP
from outside her network, although she does want to allow their
SSL-wrapped variants, so she can check her mail remotely with-
out having to log in to the firewall and then hop onto her mail
machine; the SSL-wrapping will protect her from password-sniff-
ing as she makes the connection. The firewall itself should pro-
vide SSH access if something goes wrong while she is on the
road. Penny wants to retain the ability to get in remotely but
securely and fix it if necessary. She is certain that she does not
want to provide telnet, any of the “r” services, or FTP from the
outside world, since all of them require cleartext passwords to be
passed as part of their protocols. That leads to the list in Figure 2
of ports that should be accessible from anywhere on the Internet.

CONCLUSION

This provides enough of a roadmap for Penny to get started with
her firewall implementation. This month, I have introduced Penny
Penguin and Ice Floe Homes, have looked at what sort of hardware
is needed to build a dedicated Linux firewall and packet filter, and
have drawn up a basic roadmap for the services she will want to
provide to the world from the network behind the firewall.

Next month, I will examine these requirements in light of the
tools available for Linux 2.2 and Linux 2.4, and begin to put togeth-
er a design for Penny’s firewall. In Part III, I will demonstrate how
to actually create the scripts necessary to set up Penny’s firewall as
a routing gateway and bring her network online.  
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FIGURE 1: PENNY’S NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

FIGURE 2: SUPPORTED SERVICES AND THEIR PORTS


